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In this Issue:
Personnel Department Changes
Tuition Program Announced

September,

1969

SPONSORED BY
MILITARY ORDER OF THE PURPLE HEART
SERVICE FOUNDATION, INC.
ERATION HOLIDAY is designed to bring the joy of Christmas to our Wounded Servicemen in 27 Military
spitals in Vietnam. Since they cannot come home for Christmas, you can bring Christmas to them by par
pating in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Employees Club drive. The Club is cooperating with the Purple
art Foundation in Jacksonville by asking employees to bring Christmas gifts listed below to the office for
pment overseas. A large mailing carton will be provided and will hold six smaller boxes to be delivered to
vicemen. Employees having rela.tives and/or friends in Vietnam may designate a box to a special Serviere
n and he will receive the box personally.
>re information will be forthcoming from the
ployees Club in the next few days. Containers
I be available at our offices to receive employees'
1tributions.

ADLINE:
:>N OR BEFORE
NOVEMBER 1
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Pocket Size Bibles
Paper Ba.ck Books
Soap
Plastic Soap Cases
Toath Paste
Finger Nail Clippers
Playing Cards
Writing Paper
Envelopes
Face Cloths
Tooth Brushes
Shaving Cream
Razors
Small Address Books

NEW
TUITION
PROGRAM
ANNOUNCED
See page 4
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Pocket Games
Ball Point Pens
Plastic Cigarette Cases
Reels of 3 inch Voice Tapes l50" Long
Cigarette Lighters
Small Plastic Snapshot Holders
Cans of Nuts-Candy, 13 oz. (Vacuum Packed)
Chewing Gum
Artificia.l Christmas Trees, under 3 Feet
Plastic Christmas Tree Ornaments
Christmas Tree Lights
Tinsel
You may add any other Christmas Gift that will
not spoil and will fit into a 6 inch deep by 11
inch square Christmas Box.
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BLUE CROSS ol FLORIDA, INC.
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532 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32201

EDITOR
Carole Utley .............................. Public Relations

R-EPORTERS
First Floor ............................ George McKinnon
Second Floor ............................ Gayle Ogletree,
Dave Hazlehurst
Third Floor .................................... Linda P'arker

W. T. Gibson, Personnel Director, has announced the re
organization of his department to provide more efficient
and more personal service to all employees.
A new Employee Services Section has been established
under the administration of Cliff Mendoza whose functions
are listed on the adjacent page. In addition to· handling
training and indoctrination which he has supervised in
the past, he will also assume responsibility for the em
ployees' tuition refund program ( see details on page 4) and
will serve as an employee counselor. Employees having
questions concerning their jobs, future advancement possi
bilities, or any type of grievance are urged to call or stop
by to see Mr. Mendoza.
Other Personnel Department managers are also shown
on the next page with a breakdown concerning specific job
responsibilities.
The Personnel Department is located on the first floor
off the Riverside Avenue Lobby. This department's respon
sibilities cover more than just hiring employees, keeping
records, issuing payrolls, etc. It is always ready to assist
employees with any problems or questions they may have.

Fourth Floor ................................ Tommie, Curry
Fifth Floor ........................................ Ann Goble .
Seventh Floor ...................................... Sandi Hill
Eighth Floor ................................ Eugene White
Ninth Floor .................................... Anne Pringle
Tenth Floor .................................... Mae Hodges
Universal Marion Bldg . ........ Henry Zittrower,
Martha Zipperer,
Pat McCall

Member
Northeast Florida Industrial
Editors Association
Southern Council of Industrial
Editors

® Registered service mark of the American
Hospitalization Association
Registered service mark of the National
Association of Blue Shield Plans

®

A bout the cover

Florida Governor Claude Kirk has
declared September to be "Private
Higher Education Month." In the
spirit of this proclamation, we pre.
sent on-campus scenes at Jackson
ville University for our cover mon
tage. See page 4 for the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield college tuition story.

This is the story of Johnny, a healthy, handsome baby,
and how he changed the lives of many people.
It begins before Johnny was even born, when his young,
unmarried mother, Anne, a student in nurses training, dis
covered she was pregnant. Confused and with nowhere to
go, the 18-year-old girl turned to her minister who suggested
she contact the Children's Home Society.
Here, Anne was introduced to her caseworker, Mrs. M.,
and when the immediate needs of medical care, housing and
temporary employment were arranged, Anne gained the
courage to make a final decision on her baby's future.
She came to the only decision she could make for her un
born child and for all concerned: she would put her baby
up for adoption.
Following the birth of Johnny, she returned to nurses
trammg a much more grown up young lady than the
frightened girl who first came to the Children's Home
Society.
While Anne's future was looking brighter, it was becom
ing bleaker for Mr. and Mrs. B. They had married soon
after their graduation but postponed plans for parenthood
until Mr. B. had completed law school. When at last they
began planning for a baby, they received crushing news:
medical examinations confirmed that they would be unable
to have children of their own. At this news, Mr. and Mrs.
B. found themselves withdrawing from many friends who
had children or were expecting babies.
Then one day he overheard his law partner boasting
about his young son who had been adopted. He phoned
Mrs. B. and told her about it, and after talking late into
the night, they called the Children's Home Society the next
day for an interview.

During their first appointment there, they found
selves part of a group of other couples inquiring abo
adoption. They discovered their problem was also s:
by many others and that the staff was made up of fri
people who understood their past and present fean
wanted to help. They learned that many of the tales
had heard about unreasonable requirements and red
were false. They left in a mood of joy and optimism
had scarcely dared hope for.
Then followed a series of appointments with Miss S.,
caseworker. Adoption requirements were discussed ai
as the stability of their marriage, what experiences the:
already had with children, and their hopes and plan
themselves and their children.
After a waiting period, the happy day came when Mi
Mrs. B. received a letter that said their home was "app
for the placement of a child." They framed it!
Mr. and Mrs. B. arrived ahead of time for one c
most important appointments of their lives. They fo
carefully to information about Johnny's backgrounc
viewed the schedule his foster mother had prepared
were sure they had made the right choice as soon as
saw him. Left alone with him for the first time t
acquainted, they chuckled at their awkwardness in han
Johnny, but he did not seem to mind. As they left for
-the three of them-Mr. B. announced loudly: "Tl
Junior. Now we are a family."
The story of Johnny is repeated every day at the l'
eastern Division of the Children's Home Society of Fl«
It' is one of 46 United Fund Agencies in Jacksonville. C
like it can also be found in other cities throughout Flc
The United Fund spends many dollars to place a
such as Johnny for adoption in a happy home. Blue
·and Blue Shield employees have already taken advanta
the services offered by this Agency and others are pm
waiting their turn to adopt a child.
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I got the idea from Family an'd Children Service
Society. It alone was worth my whole UF pledge.

:LUE CROSS
�UDITORS MEET

Forty members of the Medicare Cost
.eimbursement Department met in Jack
mville in mid-August for a two-day
teeting.
According to Cost Reimbursement
[anager Jim Hornsby, the meeting was
designed to provide the audit staff with
review of the Medicare Program and
s requirements, and its relationship to
11dit responsibilities.
"Guest expert" Frank White, Assistant
.egional Representative, Bureau of
[ealth Insurance, traveled here from
.tlanta to discuss the BHI role in ad1inistering the Medicare Program.
lther speakers included Jacksonville
taff members C. H. Meyer, Dick
foyers, Dale Douberly, Mitch Nowicki
nd members of the Cost Reimburse1ent Department.
Attendants at the meeting included
epresentatives from five branch offices
1 Pensacola, St. Petersburg, Orlando,
Vest Palm Beach and Miami. Jerry
Vhite, Assistant Manager of Cost Reim
,ursement in Jacksonville, advises they
fan to hold similar staff training ses
ions in the future, probably in Orlando.

REORGANIZED TO SERVE
BETTER
Personnel Diredor
W. T. Gibson
Personnel Manager
Sara Sloterbeck

Secretory

Administrative Assistant
Kent Jacqmein

An hour break in the meeting afforded more than 20 out-of-Jacksonville employees the opportunity
to tour the headquarters building.

EDP DIVISION HOLDS INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

V

...

Conducting the meetings were Cecil Rivers, standing, assisted by the four-man panel above,
from left, Roy Pock, Jock Taylor, Gordon Sutton, and Odis Powell.

Seventy technical services, planning,
systems and programming people along
with computer operations supervisory
personnel recently completed several in
formational meetings at headquarters.
These meetings were somewhat unique
in that the participants listened to and
participated in specific discussions in
which they were specifically interested.
Questionnaires were sent to all em
ployees who attended and, consequently,
48 topics were anonymously submitted
for open discussion.
Cecil Rivers, Vice President of Data
Processing, planned the meetings spe
cifically to discuss the division's prog
ress, plans for new concepts and pro
jected equipment innovations.
Subjects discussed included incentive
programs, career training and advance
ment, Medicaid, better utilization of
present computer equipment, etc.
"Old time" employees as well as many
of the newer members of these depart
ments expressed great interest in this
type of meeting and felt they gained
much information and insight into this
complex company operation.

Wage and Salary Admin.
Jim Nixdorf

14
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Employee Services
Administrator
Cliff Mendoza

Staff
2 Payroll Clerks
1 Emp. Ben. Clerk
l Suggestion Clerk

Stoff
2 Nurses
1 Teacher
1 Posting & Records Clerk

Functions
Payroll
Suggestion System
Salary Surveys
Job Evaluation
Health Ins., Life Ins., Retirement,
Disability Records and Billings

Functions
Tuition Refund Program
Training & Indoctrination
Employee Grievances
Employee Services
Employee Club Activities
Counseling
Equal Employment Oppt.
Local High School Visitation
First Aid & Medical Service
Pre-employment Medical Check
Retirement Counseling

Employment Manager
Bob Flowers

Assistant Manager
Barbara Lanier
Stoff
3 E'mployment
Interviewers
Receptionist
Records Clerk
Clerk-Typist
Secretary
DCT

Functions
Recruiting
Interviewing &
Testing
Screening
Hiring
Counseling
College Recruiting
Records
Job Posting
Inter-Departmental Prom. &
Transfers
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FINANCIAL AID
Tuition Program:
Financial assistance invested in an
employee's education is an investment
in human resources. Recipients ulti
mately graduate to become better em
ployees and more responsible, produc
tive citizens. That assistance is being
offered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida through the announcement of
a new tuition program. Employees who
are eligible include full-time permanent
employees who have been with the com
pany for more than a year.
As stated in the employees' handbook,
"Hello There!", each employee at Blue
Cross and Blue Shield can advance his
position provided he shows the initiative
and demonstrates the necessary skills to
handle a higher level position.

A means to an end
Financial aid available to those desir
ing a college education has grown enor
mously in recent years. Statistics re
leased by Jacksonville University, for
example, indicate financial assistance to
students in 1966-67 more than tripled
compared to the amount available in
1964-65.
Today, a college education is truly
within the reach of almost everyone who
has the ability and a sincere desire to
learn. It is with this thought in mind
that management has announced this
new program of financial assistance for
any employee desiring to upgrade his
skills and education.
The amount of reimbursement to the
individual employee depends on the
grades obtained in the course or courses
taken. Listed below is the reimburse
ment scale to each employee.
Course Grade

Below

A
B
C
D

D

Company Pays

100%
80%
60%
40%
0

Employee Pays

0
20%
40%
60%
100%

All accredited public and private
schools approved by the company quali
fy under this program. Each employee's
application will be considered on its own
merits. Courses considered for reim
bursement should lead to a degree, pro
vided the degree being sought relates
to the employee's present or future job
responsibilities. If a course is being
taken with no thought of a future degree,
the course itself must be related to the
employee's job responsibilities. When
a course is not completed, the employee
will not be eligible for reimbursement.
As this issue went to press, several
employees were engaged in filling out
applications for tuition refund. These
applications must be approved by De
partment Managers for final considera
tion by the Personnel Department. Two
employees who have already planned
courses to be taken this coming year
and who are taking advantage of this
new fringe benefif are Terry Hartsfield
and Tom DuBose, both in the Sales
Support Office in Jacksonville.
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Tom will be at
tending Florida Jun
ior College this fall
as a sophomore. He
plans to graduate in
1972 with a major
in business and a
minor in history. He
Tom DuBose
will be taking nine
hours a semester, three nights a week.
Terry is a senior
with a major in
marketing and a mi
nor in economics.
He is now attending
Jacksonville Univer
sity with plans to
graduate in 1971.
Terry Hartsfield
He is taking six
hours per semester, and attending two
nights a week.
As an example of how this tuition
program will help Terry as well as many
other employees, consider that last year
he spent $700.00 for tuition and text
books. Under the company's new plan,
if Terry completes a course or courses
with an "A" he will be reimbursed
100%. Compared with last year's ex
penses, that would be $700.00. Even if
Terry earned a "B," he would be reim
bursed 80%, or $560.00 based on last
year's expenditures.
Employees who wish to take advan
tage of this tuition program should con
tact Mr. Cliff Mendoza at the Personnel
Department for further information.

$9 5.00 AWARDED TO
SUGGESTION WINNERS

Nine more employees have received suggestion award
checks totaling $95.00.
Eight Jacksonville winners have been announced, along
with an employee in the Miami 79th Street Branch Office.
The awards have been presented as part of a continuing
company-wide program to recognize and reward employee
suggestions.
$15.00 WINNER
Janie Shepard, Technical Services-All forms for com
puter use should have marks printed on them indicating
proper printer alignment. Marks now appear on some forms,
but they should be added to forms previously used when
those supplies are depleted.
$10.00 WINNERS
Lynda Wilson, Miami 79th Street Branch Office-Home
Office should provide a listing of claims in process to all
branch offices.
Thelma Johnson, Blue Shield Approvals-Additional pay
ment slips should be printed with "additional payment" on
them.
Becky Leavell, FCIA-When attaching the identification
cards onto the jacket, form Z-458, staple it to the lower
right-hand corner below the perforated line of the identifi
cation card.
Mike Blajian, Building Services-Place rubber stripping
on the floor of the side entrance to the building located off
the patio.
Phyllis Lindsey, Subscribers Service--Prepare a source
document for recording required information on status
cards.
Johnnie By1·d, Medicare B Claims-Advise Medicare bene
ficiaries it is more economical to purchase equipment than
to rent it when they will be required to use it for the re
mainder of their lives.
Lora Walton, Medicare B Claims-In the Medicare WATS
telephone pool, a line should be drawn through doctors and
suppliers as they are contacted on the WATS lines and in
formation is obtained.
Annarnay Schneider, Blue Shield Claims-The doors lead
ing to the elevators on the 7th floor should be made to push
out toward the hall. This procedure will be initiated on all
floors of the new building as well as on all floors of our
present building.

BABY SHOWER SETS PRECEDENT?
If you didn't know better, you'd think Clifford Copeland
wears funny ties to wo_rk. In fact, you might say the tie he
wore on July 25th looked as if it were made out of ribbons
and bows.
The truth of the matter is, that's exactly what he was
wearing on that day when his fellow Medicare B employees
gave him ,a baby shower. He and his wife, Sandy, are ex
pecting their first child in September, and supervisors
Martha Zipperer and Marcia Watson along with Jessie Cobb
and Carolyn Maker surprised him with a shower and made
him wear the ribbons and bows around his neck the rest
of the day!

COMPANY SPONSORED
TEAM WINS LEAGUE

b

The Blue Cross and Blue
Shield league entry in the
Northwest Division, Senior
�
League, recently won its Di
visional Championship for
1969.
Managing the team this
year was Jim Ketcher, pic
tured below standing at the
right. This company spon
sored team, made up of 15-17
year old boys, proved itself
to be the champions over
five other softball teams. Although they lost out in a sul
quent play-off series, Blue Cross and Blue Shield are pn
to present a trophy to this winning team and congratu:
each and every boy for his efforts.

CAMILLE APPEAL

In sympathy with Hurricane Camille victims, employ,
heaped donations of clothing, foodstuffs and linens in fa
collection centers in the Jacksonviile offices. In conjm
tion with the Salvation Army the drive was spearheaded
the Employees Club whose president, Jim Guthrie, loo
over the first day's contributions. Security Guard J. A. Jol:
son also included a $10.00 check with his donation.
The company Charities Committee voted to present
$500.00 check to the Red Cross on behalf of all Jacksonvil
employees.

IN MEMORIAM
irginia S. Kremp, "the voice with a smile" at the Blue Cross and Blue Shield switch
:d, died suddenly, of a heart attack on August 13, shortly after 8 :30 a.m.
�nnie, a young 42, was born in Detroit, Michigan, and had made Jacksonville her
te for the past 17 years, moving here from Guam. She is pictured here following her
tion to President of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Five-Year Club at its annual meet
this past April.
n employee since May 14, 1962, she will be greatly missed by all employees. Her
!rful, helpful and sincere manner which made her a top notch operator touched everywho knew her.
incere sympathy is offered to her family and friends. Surviving are Mrs. Cheryl Pad
' Jennie's only daughter, who works in Medicare A ; her son, Joe, a sister, a brother,
:andson and several nieces and nephews .
ervices were held on August 16 in the Chapel of Hardage and Sons ; interment was in
.:sonville Memory Gardens.

)UQUET FOR CORAL GABLES
, beneficiary who recently contacted the Coral Gables
nch Office has nothing but praise for the assistance she
�ived from our employee, Mrs. Mary Herring .
The lady recently wrote :
"A few days ago I had oc
casion to telephone your of
fice in regard to Me<licare
procedure. I was completely
confused as this was my first
experience with these bene
fits .
"Your Mrs. Herring was
so patient, kind and inform
e that she made all of my problems so clear and simple,
3 relieving my frustration and timid approach to the
.ter.
You are indeed fortunate to have her in your employ to
st
. such confused elderly people."

LADY LUCK WAS WITH HER
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A TRIBUTE TO JENNIE
How long was she here, I really don't know,
but Jennie was here when I first said "Hello."
Not once did she scold me or even complain
if I asked for an extension or representative by
name.
When returning some calls on an outs ide line,
I'd hear her say "Operator" when I failed to
d-ial nine.
She'd give that nice laugh, her patience wasn't thin ;
she'd say " That's okay, honey, just dial it again."
She'd try to be helpful so we'd keep our "cool"
by channeling our calls through the telephone pool.
Jennie trained the new operators, she had the cream
of the crop,
and it's com/ orting to know that the switchboard
won't stop.
Many have been m issed, and I'm sure Jennie will.
She was many, many things . . . she was
Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
In the future when we call, as we will many a time,
We' ll think of our Jennie and her now s ilent line.
And somewhere in Heaven, at the switchboard on
high,
there probably s its Jennie, placing calls
with a smile.

RISING MEDICAL COSTS . . .
$80,000 FOR ONE MACHINE
Cost of providing one patient with one day of care in
community hospitals in the United States averaged $65.24
in 1968, according to the American Hospital Association a 12.4% increase over the 1967 figure of $58.06.
One reason for this cost increase is new, complex equip
ment now being utilized in many hospitals. It provides
doctors and medical technicians with diagnostic help never
before heard of until recent years. Our story here concerns
just one such machine which costs nearly $80,000. About
fifty such sophisticated setups are now being used nation
wide.
This is an electronic scanning microscope that views an
entire organ in three-dimension ( with no need to cut speci
mens into paper-thin slices ) at magnification of as many as

50,000 times. It sees the tiniest detail of human tissue and gives both scientist and physician a better idea of tissue
damage or structure. The photos below show the mucous
membrane in a common box turtle ( left at 700-power mag
nification, right at 2,950-power magnification ) . By having
.the greatest depth of focus of any microscope in use, vir
tually every part of the specimen is in focus . . . even an
object as small as 400 billionths of an inch, the size of a
large molecule. All the technician does - here at Florida
State University - is paint the specimen with gold, send a
beam that reflects from the metallic surface, and pick up
the beam's reflection on a screen from where it can be
photographed.

Thelma Johnson
( Blue Shield Approvals)

k. '
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ewell Dunning proudly shows off a 33 pound grouper
ght while fishing on the "Lucky Lady," off Monty's
rina in Mayport.
ewell's catch was the largest of the day winning her a
kpot of $37.00. She's an employee in Medicare B, Edit
tion.

BU ILDING STANDS OUT

From a Pennsylvania Blue Cross & Blue Shield subscriber :
"We recently drove through Jacksonville and I was so
very much impressed when I saw the Blue Cross Building.
"It surely was outstanding and since we have been Blue
Cross policyholders for quite some time, it made us feel
good to see that it must be big in Florida also . . . "
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BLUE SHIELD TEAM SOFTBALL CHAMPS
VACATIONS ONLY ONE
EMPLOYEE BEN EFIT
Many employees take their vacations, sick leave, hospitali
zation and life insurance, rest breaks, jury duty pay, retire
ment plans, free parking, and other benefit programs com
monly known as "fringe benefits" for granted.
They do not realize these programs cost their employers
millions of dollars each year. Vacations are only one Blue
Cross and Blue Shield fringe benefit which over 2,000 em
ployees enjoy each year. The company vacation policy which
was liberalized and which went into effect in January this
year provides employees with the following time off with
pay :
After 1 Year: 2 weeks
Jett Folds, Personnel, her husbond and daughter, flew to San J ua n,
Puerto Rico, and on to St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands for o week's
vocation. Pictured a bove Jett enjoys o day in So n Juan, while below
daughter Paulo poses with singer Bobby Goldsboro, whose show they
enjoyed at the Flamboya n Club.

( an employee may take one week of this
time after six months' service)
After 5 Years : 3 weeks
After 15 Years : 4 weeks

Gene White, manager of the champion
Shield softball team, received a surprise tr
donated by his tea m mates. H. A. Schroder n
the trophy presentation on behalf of all Gi
team mates.
Softbal l champions of the I ndus trial League West a re, front row from left : Mike B lajian,
Manager Gene White, Johnny Rhoden, Larry Shepard and Da nny Thompson .
B a c k row from left : Sonny Lindsey, Richard Towery, Jim Myrick, Bill Parkhurst, Frank Sullivan,
Roger Sai n and Terry Rivers. Mike McFarland was on vacation a t the time this picture was ta ken.

�
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On this page and the three following pages are pictorial
examples of how several Blue Cross and Blue Shield em
ployees spent their leisure vacation time during the summer
of '69.

Blue Cross softball team members who played in the I ndustria l
League N orth a re, front row from left : Jeff Clyatt, Dick Tall, Jack
McAbee, Ray Pock and Jerry Potter.
Back row from left : Don Lan ier, Cha rles Frame, Jim Pea ks,
Cliff Mendosa and Ma nager Cha rlie Webb. Absent at the time
this picture was ta ken were Hal Robinson, Bobby Gunnell and
Fra n k Cardi n .

Two gals in the Agency B uilding left Jacksonville for a five -day trip
to New Orleans over the Fourth of J uly. The highlights of their visit
included a tour of Tulane U n iversity and a s top-off at the Playboy Club.
Pictured here with pop singer B. J. Thomas, ore Marjorie Wilson, cen ter,
and Arlene Carbonneau. Margie is a policy clerk with the Florido Com
bined I nsurance Agency and Arlene is employed in the Soles Training
Depa rtment.

6

D i c k Tall, slams a base hit far t h e B l u e Cross team .

"Play ball! " has often been heard around the soft]
diamonds of Blue Cross and Blue Shield teams over the I
few years. But for the first time in history, the Blue Shi
team proved to be the superior team by capturing first pl
in the Industrial League West.
They also participated in a city-wide tournament for
league winners sponsored by the Jacksonville City Rec1
tion Department. The Blue Cross team, which competed
the Industrial League North, was also eligible to particip
in the tournament since some of its members were allov
to play on the combined Blue Cross and Blue Shield te,
They lost out in this tournament by a narrow margin.

J erry Potter cuts down Blue Shield opponent Roger Sain tryi
to reach first base.

coND
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IE BIG ONE
IAT ALMOST GOT AWAY
he proverbial fish story about "the one that got away"
almost true the day 48 Blue Cross and Blue Shield
loyees and their guests went deep-sea fishing.
n July 26 the Employees Club sponsored an all day
ng, taking off for the snapper banks from Monty's
ina in Mayport a little after 7: 00 a.m. on the chartered
t Jane. Jim Guthrie, President of the Employees Club,
$5.00 left over from money collected from each fisher1 and fisherwoman and it was put up for "bait" to the
who caught the largest red snapper. This was won by
Allen, guest of Lorraine Sweller, Bank Claims Depart
t employee.
hirty-nine out of the 48 fishermen contributed a dollar
1 to a jackpot to be claimed by the person catching the
est fish of the day. Mike Nunn, also a guest of Lorraine's
y, reeled in a 43 pound cobia to win the $39.00.
ishing under ideal weather conditions for nearly seven
�s, they returned to the dock about 6: 00 p.m. only to
greeted by Jacksonville's usual late afternoon rain
vers. Jumping off the boat onto the dock, most of the
)le reached their cars in the nick of time to avoid getting
carrying assorted small snappers and sea bass. Mean
.e back at the dock, Mike Nunn and one of the boat's
r were struggling with the large cobia and were <lis
ed to watch the fish slip through their fingers. Accord
to Lorraine, after diving for nearly an hour they located
fish in 30 feet of murky water and hauled it up onto the
::. Mike had $39.00 to prove he had the biggest catch
he day, but since this story has a happy ending, he
m't have to tell about the one that almost got away.

STICKLER FOR STICKERS
Making his rounds
of the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield employees'
parking lots is Security
Guard, J. D. Bosler. In
sunny weather he per
forms his job in a "sur
rey with the fringe on
top" - a white golf
- cart purchased for
guards' use in patrol
ling our lots.
On rainy days ( Jack
sonville was recently
blessed ( ? ) with 21
..
�
•••ll•••Miiiilll
straight days of show1
ers) Mr. Bosler finds it necessary to use this white Volkswagen as he drives up and down the rows checking to make
sure your car is locked, lights are not left on and particularly
to be sure the company parking stickers are affixed to all
cars.
If you are a new employee and have not yet put your
sticker on your car, please do so immediately and be sure it
is displayed in a prominent position on the rear window
for easy viewing by guards. These stickers are distributed
by the Personnel Department for the express purpose of
identifying each employee's car.
You have the privilege of free parking in surfaced, well
guarded lots. Stickers are for your own protection. Use
them, ask for a new one if the sticker is faded, and don't
be the one who receives a ticket from the guard for not
following this company policy. The guards will appreciate
your cooperation.

I

RED WI NS MONEY FOR WH ITE
Odis Powell, Manager of EDP Operations, and his staff
of supervisors tried their luck at deep-sea fishing Sunday,
August 17.
Eugene White won the jackpot prize of $28.00 for the
largest catch of the day, a red snapper. ( Gene admits his
wife almost beat him out of the money by snagging a large
trigger fish. ) Johnny Rhoden pulled in what could have
been the largest catch of the day, but when he discovered it
it was a shark, he promptly threw it back.
A good time was had by all that managed to stay on their
feet in very rough waters, with Hurricane Camille passing
by on the Gulf side of F1orida and Hurricane Debbie on
the Atlantic side.
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Most of us may never experience a vacation in
Europe, but thanks to Betty Collins and Edwina
Thornton who just returned from a three weeks
tour there, we can at least catch a glimpse of the
"old world."
Let's go sighteseeing through England, Denmark,
Holland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland and
France as we read about their sojourn.
Included in the itinerary were London's Tra
falgar Square ; Tivoli Gardens in Copenhagen ;
Amsterdam's windmills and picturesque canals
winding through "Rembrandt's city" ; a river
steamer cruise down the Rhine ; a drive along the
Autobahn to Heidelberg ; a cruise through Salzburg,
the city dedicated to music ; Austria's capital city
of Vienna, the "waltz city" ; Michelangelo's Flor
ence ; the Eternal City of Rome ; Milan, Lucerne,
and a final three days in Paris before flying back
to New York.
In Copenhagen they first heard of the allotment
gardens. City "Danes" and people in other Euro
pean cities, particularly in the north, live in apart
ments with no facilities for gardening. This city
provides areas where, for only $ 10.00 a summer,
one can rent a small plot and garden to his heart's
delight. ( See top picture) .
Also in Copenhagen, as in London, they watched
the Changing of the Guard, visited beautiful foun
tains, and Betty even got her picture taken by the
statue of the Little Mermaid from the Hans Chris
tian Anderson story. ( Betty is on the left! )
Edwina is pictured here visiting the famous Tivoli
Gardens ( she is on the left, with a lady in her tour
group) . Just to show how small the world really is,
Edwina became acquainted with two sisters on the
tour from Florida ( near Fort Walton Beach) , one
of whom was a former school teacher to Mr. F. T.
Stallworth ( he works on the same floor as Edwina) .
Another unique custom they came upon in Copen
hagen was the entrance way to apartment houses
occupied by families with children. Knowing that
children can't read numbers, each doorway has a
different figure above it so they can identify their
own apartment.
The sophisticated financial center of Italy, Milan,
offered them a visit to the famed Gothic Cathedral,
the Duomo, shown here, which is indescribably
beautiful.
Nearing the end of their tour they drove through
the Switzerland countryside to Lucerne, Lausanne
and on to Lake Geneva. One of their pictures
showed the border between Italy and Switzerland
and a small mountain path which they wound
around over narrow roads, through the clouds, with
visibility zero. Here it was cold and raining, one
of the few days of bad weather they experienced.
"Switzerland is my favorite European country,"
said Betty, "because of all the hills and mountains."
As the Snuffy Smith comic strip would say, "Maybe
it's because being from Florida we're 'flatland
tourists'."
Thanks to Betty and Edwina for sharing their
pictures and memories with us.
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U P IN THE A I R, were George
Lewis and his children, Brenda and
Buddy. His younger son ond his
wife wouldn't dare the heights ond
waited for them on the ground in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. The family
vacationed there for a week in
July. As the sign soys, this is the
53,977th time the skylift had mode
the trip !

Ernest Gibson, Public Relations, and his wife, Mory, enjoyed a week's cruise to Bermuda in June on the SS Ariadne.
They sailed from Jacksonville on Saturday, June 1 4, spenl' two leisurely days and one exciting night in Bermuda, the old
est of British Crown Colonies, and returned to Jacksonville the following Saturday. Here, Mrs. Gibson is greeted by the
Captain with "Ernie" following closely behind.
This was the first vacation cruise to leave the Port of Jacksonville in some time. The second 8 -day cruise aboard this
luxury liner sponsored by the Jacksonville Jaycees will leave on October 1 1 for San Juan, Puerto Rico and St. Thomas.

Happiness is reflected in Lydia Gardner's face in this picture I
the day before she flew to Europe for her three weeks' vocation, •
with Wilma Gorhau of the Bonk Departme·nt and her husband.
corsage was a surprise gift to her from some of her friends he1
Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Lydia, a supervisor in Blue Shield Processing, and the Gorhous
from New York City to Colog·ne, to Frankfurt, then they dro�
Nuremberg where they visited family and friends. This was Lydia's
trip home in four years; Wilma's first in ten years.
Born in Russia, Lydia and her family were deported to Germa,
1 944, where she lived until 1 949. Through t�e sponsorship of her �
she came to Jacksonville twenty years ago. The, day she becor
citizen, fifteen years ago, "was the biggest day of my life," said Ly
Lydia was honored this past May in recognition of 1 5 years' SE
with the company.

A STO RY OF G ROWTH

Sue Boldwyn left the Florida flatlands for a vocation which included
a visit to Rock City atop Lookout Mountain in Chattanooga. Sue, who
works in Medicare B, is pictured here with daughters Darlene and Cindy.

Lucille White, Medicare A, served as "Chef" and her son, David, as
"First Mote" on her husband's 30 foot boot for a week's vocation in
West End, Grand Bahama Islands. Mr. and Mrs. White and three teen
agers took their boat down the lntracoastal Waterway from Jackson
ville to West Palm Beach and then east 53 miles to the Islands.
Lucille is pictured here ploying a steel drum in the "Witches Hut"
at the Grand Bahama Hotel.
The Whites experienced fine soiling weather and hod good luck with
their boat except for a mysterious fuel failure solved when a June, bug
was found in the gas line !

8
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April 25th was a big day for all Florida Blue Cross and
Blue Shield employees. It marked the Silver Anniversary
of our company's health care protection to Floridians. It
was doubly a big day for the Coral Gables Claims Service
Department which celebrated with three candles on its
cake. Ori that date in 1966 this Claims Department was
opened to assist Metropolitan Dade County employees with
their claims. They started out with two people, a phone,
a steno pad, a pen and a Metro booklet.
Pictured here are seven of the eight Claims Department
girls whose motto is ''May I help you ? " According to Janet
Dennie who has written PROFILE about this department,
"We have learned from Myrtle, Mary Alice and Betty who
came from Jacksonville, that the home office doesn't fully
realize what this department's actual responsibilities are,
and I'd like to explain." Here's her story:
Subscribers will call about a claim problem, or ask about
group contract benefits, or they may ask for our assistance
in submitting a Master Medical, EB, Federal supplement or
Champus claim. Our j ob function is to answer their ques
tions, check on claims that are slow being processed, and
explain how claim payments are made. If we feel a sub
scriber is having trouble in understanding the procedure of
submitting claims, we ask him to come to the office so that
we can explain it to him with the forms and statements he
wants to submit. If a subscriber feels his claim is in order
but would like to have it checked we request that he send
his claim to us. If we find that the claim is not in order,
we either call or write the subscriber. Sometimes they will

get the additional necessary information, or we will
and ask to have the charges submitted or itemized fo
either with the doctors' offices or the local hospitals.
Once we have received a claim and it has been exam
and found in order, we forward it to Jacksonville for
ment. This system seems to accelerate the processin{
claims as much as two weeks. We also become invo
with the Medicare carve-out claims and the coordinatio
benefits.
As you can now surmise there is a variety of work fo
to do, but we all feel that this is the reason our j ob is on
the most interesting in the organization.

From left to right : Janet Dennie, Monico Sucre, Helen Smith,
Shumaker, Myrtle Chorpiot, Gen Campbell, Betty White. Not pict
Mary Alice Wagner.
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UP IN THE Al R, were George
Le. wis and his children, Brenda and
Buddy. His younger son and his
wife wouldn't dare the heights and
waited for them on the ground in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. The family
vacationed there for a week in
July. As the sign says, this is the
53,977th time the skylift had made
the trip!

Ernest Gibson, Public Relations, and his wife, Mary, enjoyed a week's cruise to Bermuda in June on the SS Ariadne.
They sailed from Jacksonville on Saturday, June 1 4, spent two leisurely days and one exciting night in Bermuda, the old
est of B ritish Crown Colonies, and returned to Jacksonville the following Saturday. Here, Mrs. Gibson is g reeted by the
Captain with "Ernie" following closely behind.
This was the first vocation cruise to leave the Port of Jacksonville in some time. The, second 8-doy cruise aboard this
luxury liner sponsored by the Jacksonville Jaycees will leave on October 1 1 for Son Juan, Puerto Rico and St. Thomos.
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Happiness is reflected in Lydia Gardner's face in this picture taken
the day before she flew to Europe for her three weeks' vacation, along
with Wilma Gorhau of the Bank Departme:nt and her husband. The
corsage was a surprise gift to her from some of her friends here at
Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Lydia, a supervisor in Blue Shield Processing, and the Gorhous flew
from New York City to Colog·ne, to Frankfurt, then they drove to
Nuremberg where they visited family and friends. This was Lydia's first
trip home in four years; Wilma's first in ten years.
Born in Russia, Lydia and her family were deported to Germany in
1 944, where she lived until 1 949. Through t�e sponsorship of her uncle,
she came to Jacksonville twenty years ago. The. day she become a
citizen, fifteen years ogo, "was the biggest day of my life," soid Lydia.
Lydia was honored this post Moy in recognition of 1 5 years' service
with the company.

A STO RY OF G ROWTH

Baldwyn left the Florido flatlands for a vacation which included
t to Rock City atop Lookout Mountain in Chattanooga. Sue, who
in Medicare 8, is pictured here with daughters Darlene and Cindy.

Lucille White, Medicare A, served os "Chef" and her son, David, as
"First Mote" on her husband's 30 foot boot for a week's vocation in
West End, Grand Bahama Islands. Mr. and Mrs. White and three teen
agers took their boat down the lntrocoastal Waterway from Jackson
ville to West Palm Beach and then east 53 miles to the Islands.
Lucille, is pictured here playing o steel drum in the "Witches Hut"
at the Grand Bahama Hotel.
The Whites experienced fine soiling weather and hod good luck with
their boat except for o mysterious fuel failure solved when a June, bug
was found in the gos line!

April 25th was a big day for all Florida Blue Cross and
Blue Shield employees. It marked the Silver Anniversary
of our company's health care protection to Floridians. It
was doubly a big day for the Coral Gables Claims Service
Department which celebrated with three candles on its
cake. Ori that date in 1966 this Claims Department was
opened to assist Metropolitan Dade County employees with
their claims. They started out with two people, a phone,
a steno pad, a pen and a Metro booklet.
Pictured here are seven of the eight Claims Department
girls whose motto is ''May I help you ? " According to Janet
Dennie who has written PROFILE about this department,
"We have learned from Myrtle, Mary Alice and Betty who
came from Jacksonville, that the home office doesn't fully
realize what this department's actual responsibilities are,
and I'd like to explain." Here's her story :
Subscribers will call about a claim problem, or ask about
group contract benefits, or they may ask for our assistance
in submitting a Master Medical, EB, Federal supplement or
Champus claim. Our job function is to answer their ques•
tions, check on claims that are slow being processed, and
explain how claim payments are made. If we feel a sub
scriber is having trouble in understanding the procedure of
submitting claims, we ask him to come to the office so that
we can explain it to him with the forms and statements he
wants to submit. If a subscriber feels his claim is in order
but would like to have it checked we request that he send
his claim to us. If we find that the claim is not in order,
we either call or write the subscriber. Sometimes they will

get the additional necessary information, or we will call
and ask to have the charges submitted or itemized for us
either with the doctors' offices or the local hospitals.
Once we have received a claim and it has been examined
and found in order, we forward it to Jacksonville for pay
ment. This system seems to accelerate the processing of
claims as much as two weeks. We also become involved
with the Medicare carve-out claims and the coordination of
benefits.
As you can now surmise there is a variety of work for us
to do, but we all feel that this is the reason our job is one of
the most interesting in the organization.

From left to right : .Janet Dennie, Monico Sucre, Helen Smith, Jose
Shumaker, Myrtle Chorpiot, Gen Cam pbell, Betty White. Not pictured :
Mary Alice Wagner.
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THE BIG ONE
THAT ALMOST GOT AWAY
The proverbial fish story about "the one that got away"
was almost true the day 48 Blue Cross and Blue Shield
employees and their guests went deep-sea fishing.
On July 26 the Employees Club sponsored an all day
outing, taking off for the snapper banks from Monty's
Marina in Mayport a little after 7:00 a.m. on the chartered
Sara Jane. Jim Guthrie, President of the Employees Club,
had $5.00 left over from money collected from each fisher
man and fisherwoman and it was put up for "bait" to the
one who caught the largest red snapper. This was won by
Jim Allen, guest of Lorraine Sweller, Bank Claims Depart
ment employee.
Thirty-nine out of the 48 fishermen contributed a dollar
each to a jackpot to be claimed by the person catching the
largest fish of the day. Mike Nunn, also a guest of Lorraine's
party, reeled in a 43 pound cobia to win the $39.00.
Fishing under ideal weather conditions for nearly seven
hours, they returned to the dock about 6: 00 p.m. only to
be greeted by Jacksonville's usual late afternoon rain
showers. Jumping off the boat onto the dock, most of the
people reached their cars in the nick of time to avoid getting
wet carrying assorted small snappers and sea bass. Mean
while back at the dock, Mike Nunn and one of the boat's
crew were struggling with the large cobia and were dis
mayed to watch the fish slip through their fingers. Accord
ing to Lorraine, after diving for nearly an hour they located
the fish in 30 feet of murky water and hauled it up onto the
dock. Mike had $39.00 to prove he had the biggest catch
of the day, but since this story has a happy ending, he
doesn't have to tell about the one that almost got away.

•

STICKLER FOR STICKERS
Making his rounds
of the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield employees'
parking lots is Security
Guard, J. D. Bosler. In
sunny ';e �the � he per
,
forms his J ob m a 'sur
rey with the fringe on
top" - a white golf
- cart purchased for
guards' use in patrol
ling our lots.
On rainy days ( Jack
sonville was recently
blessed ( ? ) with 21
N
..;traight days of show
.aa... 1
•
ers ) Mr. Bosler finds it necessary to use this white Volks
wagen as he drives up and down the rows checking to make
sure your car is locked, lights are not left on and particularly
to be sure the company parking stickers are affixed to all
cars.
If you are a new employee and have not yet put your
sticker on your car, please do so immediately and be sure it
is displayed in a prominent position on the rear window
for easy viewing by guards. These stickers are distributed
by the Personnel Department for the express purpose of
identifying each employee's car.
You have the privilege of free parking in surfaced, well
guarded lots. Stickers are for your own protection. Use
them, ask for a new one if the sticker is faded, and don't
be the one who receives a ticket from the guard for not
following this company policy. The guards will appreciate
your cooperation.

I

RED WI NS MON EY FOR WH ITE
Odis Powell, Manager of EDP Operations, and his staff.
of supervisors tried their luck at deep-sea fishing Sunday,
August 17.
Eugene White won the jackpot prize of $28.00 for the
largest catch of the day, a red snapper. ( Gene admits his
wife almost beat him out of the money by snagging a large
trigger fish. ) Johnny Rhoden pulled in what could have
been the largest catch of the day, but when he discovered it
it was a shark, he promptly threw it back.
A good time was had by all that managed to stay on their
feet in very rough waters, with Hurricane Camille passing
by on the Gulf side of Florida and Hurricane Debbie on
the Atlantic side.
10
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Most of us may never experience a vacation in
Europe, but thanks to Betty Collins and Edwina
Thornton who just returned from a three weeks
tour there, we can at least catch a glimpse of the
"old world."
Let's go sighteseeing through England, Denmark,
Holland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland and
France as we read about their sojourn.
Included in the itinerary were London's Tra
falgar Square ; Tivoli Gardens in Copenhagen ;
Amsterdam's windmills and picturesque canals
winding through "Rembrandt's city" ; a river
steamer cruise down the Rhine ; a drive along the
Autobahn to Heidelberg ; a cruise through Salzburg,
the city dedicated to music ; Austria's capital city
of Vienna, the "waltz city" ; Michelangelo's Flor
ence ; the Eternal City of Rome ; Milan, Lucerne,
and a final three days in Paris before flying back
to New York.
In Copenhagen they first heard of the allotment
gardens. City "Danes" and people in other Euro
pean cities, particularly in the north, live in apart
ments with no facilities for gardening. This city
provides areas where, for only $10.00 a summer,
one can rent a small plot and garden to his heart's
delight. ( See top picture) .
Also in Copenhagen, as in London, they watched
the Changing of the Guard, visited beautiful foun
tains, and Betty even got her picture taken by the
statue of the Little Mermaid from the Hans Chris
tian Anderson story. ( Betty is on the left! )
Edwina is pictured here visiting the famous Tivoli
Gardens ( she is on the left, with a lady in her tour
group) . Just to show how small the world really is,
Edwina became acquainted with two sisters on the
tour from Florida ( near Fort Walton Beach) , one
of whom was a former school teacher to Mr. F. T.
Stallworth ( he works on the same floor as Edwina) .
Another unique custom they came upon in Copen
hagen was the entrance way to apartment houses
occupied by families with children. Knowing that
children can't read numbers, each doorway has a
different figure above it so they can identify their
own apartment.
The sophisticated financial center of Italy, Milan,
offered them a visit to the famed Gothic Cathedral,
the Duomo, shown here, which is indescribably
beautiful.
Nearing the end of their tour they drove through
the Switzerland countryside to Lucerne, Lausanne
and on to Lake Geneva. One of their pictures
showed the border between Italy and Switzerland
and a small mountain path which they wound
around over narrow roads, through the clouds, with
visibility zero. Here it was cold and raining, one
of the few days of bad weather they experienced.
"Switzerland is my favorite European country,"
said Betty, "because of all the hills and mountains."
As the Snuffy Smith comic strip would say, "Maybe
it's because being from Florida we're 'flatland
tourists'."
Thanks to Betty and Edwina for sharing their
pictures and memories with us.

BLUE SHIELD TEAM SOFTBALL CHAMPS
VACATIONS ONLY ONE
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
Many employees take their vacations, sick leave, hospitali
zation and life insurance, rest breaks, j ury duty pay, retire
ment plans, free parking, and other benefit programs com
monly known as "fringe benefits" for granted.
They do not realize these programs cost their employers
millions of dollars each year. Vacations are only one Blue
Cross and Blue Shield fringe benefit which over 2,000 em
ployees enj oy each year. The company vacation policy which
was liberalized and which went into effect in January this
year provides employees with the following time off with
pay :

?tt Folds, Personnel, her husband and daughter, flew to San J ua n,
rto Rico, and on to St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands for a week's
1 tion. Pictured a bove Jett enjoys a day in Sa n J uan, while below
ghter Paula poses with singer Bobby Goldsboro, whose show they
,yed at the Flamboya n Club.

Gene White, manager of the champion Blue
Shield softball team, received a surprise trophy
donated by h is team motes. H. A. Schroder made
the trophy presentation on behalf of all Gene's
team mates.
Softbal l champions of the I ndustrial League West are, front row from left : M i ke B lajian,
Manager Gen e Wh ite, Joh n ny Rhoden, Larry Shepard and Donny Thompson .
B a c k row from left : Sonny Lindsey, Richard Towery, Jim Myrick, B i l l Parkhurst, Frank Sull ivan,
Roger Sa i n and Terry Rivers. Mike McFarland was on vacation a t the time this picture was ta ken.

After 1 Year: 2 weeks
{an employee may take one week of this
time after six months' service )
After 5 Years : 3 weeks
After 1 5 Years : 4 weeks
On this page and the three following pages are pictorial
examples of how several Blue Cross and Blue Shield em
ployees spent their leisure vacation time during the summer
of '69.

Blue Cross softball tea m members who played in the I ndustria l
Leag u e N orth o re, front row from left : Jeff Clyatt, Dick Ta ll, Jack
McAbee, Ray Pock a n d Jerry Potter.
Back row from left : Don Lanier, Charles Frame, Jim Peaks,
C liff Mendo% a a n d Manager Cha rlie Webb. Absent at the time
this picture was ta ken were H a l Robinson, Bobby Gunnell a n d
Fro n k Cardin.

Two gal s in the Agency Building left J acksonville for a five -day trip
to New Orleans over the Fourth of J uly. The highl ights of their visit
included a tour of Tulane U niversity and a stop-off at the P layboy C lub.
Pictured here with pop singer B. J . Thomas, o re Marjorie Wilson, center,
a nd Arlene Ca rbon neau. Margie is a policy clerk with the Florida Com 
bined I nsurance Agency and Arlene is employed in the Soles Training
Department.

Dick To ll slams o base hit for the Blue Cross team .

"Play ball ! " has often been heard around the softball
diamonds of Blue Cross and Blue Shield teams over the past
few years. But for the first time in history, the Blue Shield
team proved to be the superior team by capturing first place
in the Industrial League West.
They also participated in a city-wide tournament for all
league winners sponsored by the Jacksonville City Recrea
tion Department. The Blue Cross team, which competed in
the Industrial League North, was also eligible to participate
in the tournament since some of its members were allowed
to play on the combined Blue Cross and Blue Shield team.
They lost out in this tournament by a narrow margin.

Jerry Potter c uts down Blue Shield opponent Roger Sain trying
to reach first base.
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IN MEMORIAM
Virginia S. Kremp, "the voice with a smil e" at the Blue Cross and Blue Shield switch
board, died suddenly, of a heart attack on August 13, shortly after 8 :30 a.m.
Jennie, a young 42, was born in Detroit, Michigan, and had made Jacksonville her
home for the past 17 years, moving here from Guam. She is pictured here following her
election to President of the Blue Cross and B lue Shield Five-Year Club at its annual meet
ing this p ast April.
An employee since May 14, 1962, she will be greatly missed by all employees. Her
cheerful, helpful and sincere manner which made her a top notch operator touched every
one who knew her.
Sincere sympathy is offered to her family and friends. Surviving are Mrs. Cheryl Pad
gett, Jennie's only daughter, who works in Medicare A ; her son, Joe, a sister, a brother,
a grandson and several nieces and nephews.
Services were held on August 16 in the C hapel of Hardage and Sons ; interment was in
Jacksonville Memory Gardens.

BOUQUET FOR CORAL GABLES
A beneficiary who recently contacted the Coral Gables
Branch Office has nothing but praise for the assistance she
received from our employee, M rs. Mary Herring.
The lady recently wrote :
"A few days ago I had oc
casion to telephone your office in regard to Medicare
procedure. I was completely
confused as this was my first
experience with these bene
fits.
"Your Mrs. Herring was
so patient, kind and inform
ative that she made all of my problems so clear and simple,
thus relieving my frustration and timid approach to the
matter.
"You are indeed fortunate to have her in your employ to
assist such confused elderly people."

LADY LUCK WAS WITH HER

A TRIBUTE TO JENNIE
How long was she here, I really don't know,
but Jennie was here when I first said "Hello."
Not once did she scold me or even complain
if I asked for an extension or representative by
name.
When returning some calls on an outside line,
I'd hear her say "Operator" when I failed to
dial nine.
She'd give that nice laugh, her patience wasn't thin ;
she'd say " That's okay, honey, just dial it again."
She'd try to be helpful so we'd keep our "cool"
by channeling our calls through the telephone pool.
Jennie trained the new operators, she had the cream
of the crop,
and it's com/orting to know that the switchboard
won't stop,.
Many have been m issed, and I'm sur,e Jennie will.
She was many, many things . . . she was
Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
In the future when we call, as we will many a time,
We'll think of our Jennie and her now s ilent line.
And somewhere in Heaven, at the switchboard on
high,
there probably s its Jennie, placing calls
with a smile.
Thelma Johnson
( Blue Shield Approvals )

Jewell Dunning proudly shows off a 33 pound grouper
caught while fishing on the "Lucky Lady," off Monty's
Marina in Mayport.
Jewell's catch was the largest of the day winning her a
j ackpot of $37.00. She's an employee in Medicare B, Ed.it
section.
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BUILDING STANDS OUT

From a Pennsylvania Blue Cross & Blue Shield subscriber :
"We recently drove through Jacksonville and I was so
very much impressed when I saw the Blue Cross Building.
"It surely was outstanding and since we have been Blue
Cross policyholders for quite some time, it made us feel
good to see that it must be big in Florida also . . . "

RISI NG MEDICAL COSTS . . .
$80,000 FOR ONE MACHIN
Cost of providing one patient with one day of care in
community hospitals in the United States averaged $65.24
in 1968, according to the American Hospital Association a 12.4% increase over the 1967 figure of $58.06.
One reason for this cost increase is new, complex equip
ment now being utilized in many hospitals. It provides
doctors and medical technicians with diagnostic help never
before heard of until recent years. Our story here concerns
j ust one such machine which costs nearly $80,000. About
fifty such sophisticated setups are now being used nation
wide.
This is an electronic scanning microscope that views an
entire organ in three-dimension ( with no need to cut speci
mens into paper-thin slices ) at magnification of as many as

50,000 times. It sees the tiniest detail of human tissu
and gives both scientist and physician a better idea of t
damage or structure. The photos below show the mt
membrane in a common box turtle ( left at 700-power •
nification, right at 2,950-power magnification ) . By he
.the greatest depth of focus of any microscope in use,
tually every part of the specimen is in focus . . . eve
obj ect as small as 400 billionths of an inch, the size
large molecule. All the technician does - here at Fl<
State University - is paint the specimen with gold, se
beam that reflects from the metallic surface, and pie:
the beam's reflection on a screen from where it cai
photographed.

INANCIAL AID
Tu ition Prog ra m :

Financial assistance invested in an
1ployee's education is an investment
human resources. Recipients ulti
ttely graduate to become better em
)yees and more responsible, produc
e citizens. That assistance is being
fered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Florida through the announcement of
aew tuition program. Employees who
e eligible include full-time permanent
1ployees who have been with the com
ny for more than a year.
As stated in the employees' handbook,
Iello There! ", each employee at Blue
ross and Blue Shield can advance his
,sition provided he shows the initiative
Ld demonstrates the necessary skills to
mdle a higher level position.

A mea n s to a n end
Financial aid available to those desir
ing a college education has grown enor
mously in recent years. Statistics re
leased by Jacksonville University, for
example, indicate financial assistance to
students in 1966-67 more than tripled
compared to the amount available in
1964-65.
Today, a college education is truly
within the reach of almost everyone who
has the ability and a sincere desire to
learn. It is with this thought in mind
that management has announced this
new program of financial assistance for
any employee desiring to upgrade his
skills and education.
The amount of reimbursement to the
individual employee depends on the
grades obtained in the course or courses
taken. Listed below is the reimburse
ment scale to each employee.
Course Grode

A
B
C
D
Below D

Company Pays

100%
80%
60%
40%
0

Employee Pays

0
20%
40%
60%
100%

All accredited public and private
schools approved by the company quali
fy under this program. Each employee's
application will be considered on its own
merits. Courses considered for reim
bursement should lead to a degree, pro
vided the degree being sought relates
to the employee's present or future j ob
responsibilities. If a course is being
taken with no thought of a future degree,
the course itself must be related to the
employee's j ob responsibilities. When
a course is not completed, the employee
will not be eligible for reimbursement.
As this issue went to press, several
employees were engaged in filling out
applications for tuition refund. These
applications must be approved by De
partment Managers for final considera
tion by the Personnel Department. Two
employees who have already planned
courses to be taken this coming year
and who are taking advantage of this
new fringe benefif are Terry Hartsfield
and Tom DuBose, both in the Sales
Support Office in Jacksonville.

Tom will be at
tending Florida Jun
ior College this fall
as a sophomore. He
plans to graduate in
1972 with a major
in business and a
minor in history. He
Tom DuBose
will be taking nine
hours a semester, three nights a week.
Terry is a senior
with a major in
marketing and a mi
nor in economics.
He is now attending
Jacksonville Univer
sity with plans to
graduate in 1971.
Terry Hartsfield
He is taking six
hours per semester, and attending two
nights a week.
As an example of how this tuition
program will help Terry as well as many
other employees, consider that last year
he spent $700.00 for tuition and text
books. Under the company's new plan,
if Terry completes a course or courses
with an "A" he will be reimbursed
100% . Compared with last year's ex
penses, that would be $700.00. Even if
Terry earned a "B," he would be reim
bursed 80% , or $560.00 based on last
year's expenditures.
Employees who wish to take advan
tage of this tuition program should con
tact Mr. Cliff Mendoza at the Personnel
Department for further information.

$95.00 AWARDED TO
SUGGESTION WINNERS
Nine more employees have received suggestion award
checks totaling $95.00.
Eight Jacksonville winners have been announced, along
with an employee in the Miami 79th Street Branch Office.
The awards have been presented as part of a continuing
company-wide program to recognize and reward employee
suggestions.
$ 1 5.00 WINNER
Janie Shepard, Technical Services-All forms for com
puter use should have marks printed on them indicating
proper printer alignment. Marks now appear on some forms,
but they should be added to forms previously used when
those supplies are depleted.
$10.00 WINNERS
Lynda Wilson, Miami 79th Street Branch Office-Home
Office should provide a listing of claims in process to all
branch offices.
Thelma Johnson, Blue Shield Approvals-Additional pay
ment slips should be printed with "additional payment" on
them.
Becky Leavell, FCIA-When attaching the identification
cards onto the j acket, form Z-458, staple it to the lower
right-hand corner below the perforated line of the identifi
cation card.
Mike Blajian, Building Services-Place rubber stripping
on the floor of the side entrance to the building located off
the patio.
Phyllis Lindsey, Subscribers Service--Prepare a source
document for recording required information on status
cards.
Johnnie Byrd, Medicare B Claims- Advise Medicare bene
ficiaries it is more economical to purchase equipment than
to rent it when they will be required to use it for the re
mainder of their lives.
Lora Walton, Medicare B Claims-In the Medicare WATS
telephone pool, a line should be drawn through doctors and
suppliers as they are contacted on the WATS lines and in
formation is obtained.
Annamay Schneider, Blue Shield Claims-The doors lead
ing to the elevators on the 7th floor should he made to push
out toward the hall. This procedure will be initiated on all
floors of the new building as well as on all floors of our
present building.

COMPANY SPONSORED
TEAM WINS LEAGUE

The Blue Cross and Blue
Shield league entry in the
Northwest Division, Senior
League, recently won its Di
visional Championship for
1969.
Managing the team this
year was Jim Ketcher, pic
tured below standing at the
right. This company spon
sored team, made up of 15-17
year old boys, proved itself
to be the champions over
five other softball teams. Although they lost out in a subse
quent play-off series, Blue Cross and Blue Shield are proud
to present a trophy to this winning team and congratulate
each and every boy for his efforts.

CAMILLE APPEAL
In sympathy with Hurricane Camille victims, employees
heaped donations of clothing, foodstuffs and linens in four
collection centers in the Jacksonville offices. In conjunc
tion with the Salvation Army the drive was spearheaded by
the Employees Club whose president, Jim Guthrie, looks
over the first day's contributions. Security Guard J. A. John
son also included a $10.00 check with his donation.
The company Charities Committee voted to present a
$500.00 check to the Red Cross on behalf of all Jacksonville
employees.

BABY SHOWER SETS PRECEDENT?
If you didn't know better, you'd think Clifford Copeland
wears funny ties to work. In fact, you might say the tie he
wore on July 25th looked as if it were made out of ribbons
and bows.
The truth of the matter is, that's exactly what he was
wearing on that day when his fellow Medicare B employees
gave him a baby shower. He and his wife, Sandy, are ex
pecting their first child in September, and supervisors
Martha Zipperer and Marcia Watson along with Jessie Cobb
and Carolyn Maker surprised him with a shower and made
him wear the ribbons and bows around his neck the rest
of the day!
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BLUE CROSS
AUDITORS MEET

Forty members of the Medicare Cost
Reimbursement Department met in Jack
sonville in mid-August for a two-day
meeting.
According to Cost Reimbursement
Manager Jim Hornsby, the meeting was
"designed to provide the audit staff with
a review of the Medicare Program and
its requirements, and its relationship to
audit responsibilities.
"Guest expert" Frank White, Assistant
Regional Representative, Bureau of
Health Insurance, traveled here from
Atlanta to discuss the BHI role in ad
m1mstering the Medicare Program.
Other speakers included Jacksonville
staff members C. H. Meyer, Dick
Meyers, Dale Douberly, Mitch Nowicki
and members of the Cost Reimburse
ment Department.
Attendants at the meeting included
representatives from five branch offices
in Pensacola, St. Petersburg, Orlando,
West Palm Beach and Miami. Jerry
White, Assistant Manager of Cost Reim
bursement in Jacksonville, advises they
plan to hold similar staff training ses
sions in the future, probably in Orlando.

EORGANIZED TO SERVI
ETTER
Personnel Director
W. T. Gibson
Personnel Manager
Soro Sloterbeck

Secretory

Administrative Assistant
Kent Jocqmein

An hour break in the meeting afforded more than 20 out-of-Jacksonville employees the opportunity
to tour the headquarters building.

EDP DIVISION HOLDS INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

V

Conducting the meetings were Cecil Rivers, standing, assisted by the four -man panel above,
from left, Roy Pock, Jock Taylor, Gordon Sutton, a nd Odis Powell.

Seventy technical services, planning,
systems and programming people along
with computer operations supervisory
personnel recently completed several in
formational meetings at headquarters.
These meetings were somewhat unique
in that the participants listened to and
participated in specific discussions in
which they were specifically interested.
Questionnaires were sent to all employees who attended and, consequently,
48 topics were anonymously submitted
for open discussion.
Cecil Rivers, Vice President of Data
Processing, planned the meetings spe
cifically to discuss the division's prog
ress, plans for new concepts and pro
jected equipment innovations.
Subjects discussed included incentive
programs, career training and advance
ment, Medicaid, better utilization of
present computer equipment, etc.
"Old time" employees as well as many
of the newer members of these depart
ments expressed great interest in this
type of meeting and felt they gained
much information and insight into this
complex company operation.

Woge and Salary Admin.
Jim Nixdorf
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Employee Services
Administrator
Cliff Mendoza

Stoff
2 Payroll Clerks
1 Emp. Ben. Clerk
1 Suggestion Clerk

Stoff
2 Nurses
1 Teacher
1 Posting & Records Clerk

Functions
Payroll
Suggestion System
Salary Surveys
Job Evaluation
Health Ins., Life Ins., Retirement,
Disability Records a nd Billings

Functions
Tuition Refund Program
Training & Indoctrination
Employee Grievances
Employee Services
Employee Club Activities
Counseling
Equal Employment Oppt.
Local High School Visitation
First Aid & Medical Service
Pre-employment Medical Check
Retirement Counseling

Employment Manager
Bob Flowers

Assistant Manager
Barbara Lanier
Stoff
3 Employment
Interviewers
Receptionist
Records Clerk
Clerk-Typist
1 Secretory
1 DCT

Functions
Recruiting
Interviewing &
Testing
Screening
Hiring
Counseling
College Recruiting
Records
Job Posting
Inter-Departmen
tal Prom. &
Transfers
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PERSONNEL
EMPLOYEES

The Story of Johnny

their families, and friends of

+.

W. T. Gibson, Personnel Director, has announced the re
organization of his department to provide more efficient
and more personal service to all employees.

LUE CROSS DI FLORIDA, INC.
LUE SHIELD DI FLORIDA, INC.
532 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 3220 1

EDITO R
ole Utley .............................. Public Relations
RUORTERS
t Floor ............................ George McKinnon
,nd Floor ............................ Gayle Ogletree,
Dove Hazlehurst
·d Floor .................................... Linda Porker

A new Employee Services Section has been established
under the administration of Cliff Mendoza whose functions
are listed on the adj acent page. In addition to handling
training and indoctrination which he has supervised in
the past, he will also assume responsibility for the em
ployees' tuition refund program ( see details on page 4) and
will serve as an employee counselor. Employees having
questions concerning their j obs, future advancement possi
bilities, or any type of grievance are urged to call or stop
by to see Mr. Mendoza.
Other Personnel Department managers are also shown
on the next page with a breakdown concerning specific j ob
responsibilities.
The Personnel D ep artment is located on the first floor
off the Riverside Avenue Lobby. This department's respon
sibilities cover more than j ust hiring employees, keeping
records, issuing payrolls, etc. It is always ready to assist
employees with any problems or questions they may have.

rth Floor ................................ Tommie, Curry
h Floor ........................................ Ann Goble .
rnth Floor ...................................... Sandi Hill
1th Floor ................................ Eugene White
th Floor .................................... Anne Pringle
th Floor .................................... Mae Hodges
rersal Marion Bldg.

Henry Zittrower,
Martha Zipperer,
Pat McCall

Member
Northeast Florida Industrial
Editors Association
Southern Council of Industrial
Editors
Registered service mark of the American
Hospitalization Association
Registered service mark of the National
Association of Blue Shield Plans

A bout the cover . . .

Florida Governor Claude Kirk has
declared September to be "Private
Higher Education Month." In the
spirit of this proclamation, we pre.
sent on-campus scenes at Jackson
ville University for our cover mon
tage. See page 4 for the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield college tuition story.

This is the story of Johnny, a healthy, handsome baby,
and how he changed the lives of many people.
It begins before Johnny was even born, when his young,
unmarried mother, Anne, a student in nurses training, dis
covered she was pregnant. Confused and with nowhere to
go, the 18-year-old girl turned to her minister who suggested
she contact the Children's Home Society.
Here, Anne was introduced to her caseworker, Mrs. M.,
and when the immediate needs of medical care, housing and
temporary employment were arranged, Anne gained the
courage to make a final decision on her baby's future.
She c ame to the only decision she could make for her un
born child and for all concerned : she would put her baby
up for adoption.
Following the birth of Johnny, she returned to nurses
training a much more grown up young lady than the
frightened girl who first came to the Children's Home
Society.
While Anne's future was looking brighter, it was becom
ing bleaker for Mr. and Mrs. B. They had married soon
after their graduation but postponed plans for parenthood
until Mr. B. had completed law school. When at last they
began planning for a baby, they received crushing news :
medical examinations confirmed that they would be unable
to have children of their own. At this news, Mr. and Mrs.
B. found themselves withdrawing from many friends who
had children or were expecting babies.
Then one day he overheard his law partner boasting
about his young son who had been adopted. He phoned
M rs. B. and told her about it, and after talking late into
the night, they called the Children's Home Society the next
day for an interview.

During their first appointment there, they found them
selves part of a group of other couples inquiring about an
adoption. They discovered their problem was also shared
by many others and that the staff was made up of friendly
people who understood their past and present fears and
wanted to help. They learned that many of the tales they
had heard about unreasonable requirements and red tape
were false. They left in a mood of j oy and optimism they
had scarcely dared hope for.
Then followed a series of appointments with Miss S., their
caseworker. Adoption requirements were discussed as well
as the stability of their marriage, what experiences they had
already had with children, and their hopes and plans for
themselves and their children.
After a waiting period, the happy day came when Mr. and
Mrs. B. received a letter that said their home was "approved
for the placement of a child." They framed it !
Mr. and Mrs. B. arrived ahead of time for one of the
most important appointments of their lives. They listened
carefully to information about Johnny's background, re
viewed the schedule his foster mother had prepared, and
were sure they had made the right choice as soon as they
saw him. Left alone with him for the first time to get
acquainted, they chuckled at their awkwardness in handling
Johnny, but he did not seem to mind. As they left for home
- the three of them-Mr. B. announced loudly : "This is
Junior. Now we are a family."
The story of Johnny is repeated every day at the North
eastern Division of the Children's Home Society of Florida.
It" is one of 46 United Fund Agencies in Jacksonville. Others
like it can also be found in other cities throughout Florida.
The United Fund spends many dollars to place a baby
such as Johnny for adoption in a happy home. Blue Cross
·and Blue Shield employees have already taken advantage of
the services offered by this Agency and others are presently
waiting their turn to adopt a child.
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I got the i dea from Fa m i ly anti Ch i ldren Service
Society. I t a lone was worth my who le U F pledge.
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In this Issue:
Personnel Depa rtment Cha nges
Tuition Prog ram Announced

September, 1969
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SPONSORED BY
MILITARY ORDER OF THE PURPLE HEART
SERVI CE FOUNDATION, INC.
OPERATION HOLIDAY is designed to bring the joy of Christmas to our Wounded Servicemen in 27 Military
Hospitals in Vietnam. Sinoe they cannot come home for Christmas, you can bring Christmas to them by participating in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Employees Club drive. The Club is cooperating with the Purple
Heart Foundation in Jacksonville by asking employees to bring Christmas gifts listed below to the office for
shipment overseas. A large mailing carton will be provided and will hold six smaller boxes to be delivered to
Servicemen. Employees having rela.tiv•es and/or friends in Vietnam may designate a box to a special Serviceman and he will receive the box personally.
More information will be forthcoming from the
Employees Club in the next few days. Containers
will be available at our offices to receive employ,ees'
contributions.

DEADLINE:
ON OR BEFORE
NOVEMBER 1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.

- I·

NEW
TUITION
PROGRAM
ANNOUNCED
See page 4
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Pocket Size Bibles
Paper Ba.ck Books
Soap
Plastic Soap Cases
Tooth Paste
Finger Nail Clippers
Playing Cards
Writing Paper
Envelopes
Face Cloths
Toath Brushes
Shaving Cream
Razors
Sma.1 1 Address Books
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- ---�----15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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Pocket Games
Ball Point Pens
Plastic Cigarette Cases
Reels of 3 inch Voice Tapes 150" Long
Cigarette Lighters
Small Plastic Snapshot Holders
Cans of Nuts-Candy, 13 oz. ( Vacuum Packed )
Chewing Gum
Artificia.l Christmas Trees, under 3 Feet
Plastic Christmas Tree Ornaments
Christmas Tree Lights
Tinsel
You may add any other Christmas Gift that will
not spoil and will fit into a 6 inch deep by 11
inch square Christmas Box.

Vacation Special

